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Abstract

Despite the striking parallels in the educational experiences of Indigenous peoples in Canada, the United States, Australia and New Zealand, very little research of an explicitly comparative nature has actually been conducted. These modern states are all products of European colonizing projects which marginalized Indigenous peoples, and currently members of Indigenous groups are among the most disadvantaged in terms of educational outcomes in all four jurisdictions. Closing the educational achievement gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous learners is, consequently, a shared and urgent policy priority. While the uniqueness and diversity of Indigenous groups militate against any simple application of global solutions to local circumstances, each country has much to learn from initiatives, both successful and unsuccessful, which have been developed in other jurisdictions. From a macro-analytical level it appears that educators in all four jurisdictions are moving away from deficit approaches and embracing cultural congruence and evidence based-practice as theoretical underpinnings for educational policy with respect to Indigenous students. Recent national, state and provincial-level initiatives have typically been informed by cultural congruence theory, by the School Effectiveness and School Improvement movements and by insights from research around “schools in challenging circumstances”. The discourse of post-colonialism is exerting an increasingly powerful influence on educational policy in all four countries and serves as a strategy of state legitimation by liberal democracies to foster social cohesion. In all four jurisdictions publicly-funded schools are seen as the institutions with the greatest capacity to foster shared understanding and respect among different cultural groups and remain possibly the best hope for forging harmonious and prosperous futures in these increasingly diverse and globalized societies.

1. Introduction

Given the striking similarities between the histories and current circumstances of Indigenous peoples in Canada, the United States, Australia and New Zealand, the educational experiences of these four groups provide a particularly appropriate focus for comparative inquiry. These modern states are all products of European colonizing projects which marginalized Indigenous peoples, and currently members of Indigenous groups are among the most disadvantaged in terms of educational outcomes in all four jurisdictions. Closing the educational achievement gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous learners is, consequently, a shared and urgent policy priority. This transnational odyssey to achieve Indigenous educational parity is driven by a variety of motives, including the very significant implications of demographic trajectories for social justice, labor market participation, economic sustainability, cross-cultural harmony and social cohesion. It is also the result of a postcolonial struggle by Indigenous peoples to reassert control over their children’s education and to see their cultures and epistemologies reflected in public educational institutions, curriculum and discourse.

Here I provide a brief historical background and trace the broad contours of policy discourse around Indigenous education in all four countries to identify and assess the critical learning conditions within schools and family/community settings which are deemed most effective in enhancing educational outcomes for Indigenous students. Since identifying and sharing the features of effective policies, programs and practices are essential if gains are to be generated on a larger scale, I am hopeful that these findings will be of practical benefit to Aboriginal students and communities and to the educators and systems which serve them in a variety of regional, national and international school settings.

A documentary inquiry focusing on official reports and academic and applied research on Indigenous education in the four countries, employing deductive, historical and discursive analysis is the main method of data collection. I conceptualize the nature of policy development and change in Indigenous education by applying a multidisciplinary approach to social theory and critical race theory by Delgado and Stefancic [23] to illuminate the complex interactions between Indigenous peoples and these four nation states.
within which the dynamics of educational disadvantage operate.

2. Historical Overview

Indigenous people in Canada, the United States, Australia and New Zealand share a problematic past. Historically they were positioned as the ‘other’ by a larger Eurocentric modernization and colonization enterprise which sought to relegate Indigenous peoples globally to invisibility and backwardness [26], [42]. In campaigns which had parallels in all four settler societies education was a formidable weapon wielded by Christian Churches and neo-European settler states against Indigenous communities and families for the purpose of cultural transformation and assimilation [2], [42], [47]. This attachment to the idea of education as a key tool in the racial transformation of Indigenous peoples found particularly graphic expression in mission, residential, boarding or industrial schools which operated in most of these countries between the 1870’s and the 1980’s [2]. The denial of Indigenous distinctiveness, the removal of children from families, the severing of links between culture and spirituality and the erosion of epistemic and socio-linguistic traditions have all had profoundly negative long-term intergenerational consequences [1], [8], [9], [15]. At best, the construction of schools as assimilative instruments limited Indigenous parental involvement in schools for multiple generations. At worst, many Indigenous parents still harbour lingering suspicions of schools as abusive sites. As a consequence of this alienation, Indigenous people are frequently less than enthusiastic about their or their children’s involvement in mainstream education [1], [24], [36]. This is a common experience shared by many colonized Indigenous groups and Australian researchers, in particular, have focused on resistance theory to understand this phenomenon and its contemporary implications for public schools. Overcoming that deep-seated historical suspicion is widely regarded as both a formidable challenge and as key to improving educational outcomes for Indigenous students locally and globally [30], [49].

While sustained historical efforts to eradicate Indigenous peoples as distinct cultural groups inflicted significant damage on their cultures, languages and family structures, they failed to realize the primary policy objective of rendering Indigenous people into a vanishing race [8]. Demographic developments since the 1950’s have witnessed a remarkable reversal of previous population decline, with the result that Indigenous peoples now constitute the youngest and fastest growing segments of populations in many regions across these four countries. Indigenous demographic recovery has been accompanied by a decolonization project based on a discourse of indigeneity [41]. At its most fundamental this is articulated by Indigenous leaders as an attachment to ancestral territories, a determination to preserve sovereignty within those territories and a commitment to transmit cultural, linguistic and spiritual distinctiveness to future generations as the basis for continued existence as separate peoples [41], [43]. This development might best be understood as emanating from tensions within modernity caused by globalization, including a “fundamental contradiction between a seemingly irresistible modernity and past legacies that not only refuse to go away, but draw renewed vitality from the very globalizing process”. A critical part of this decolonization program is a repudiation of the legacies of Eurocentric education and a demand to bring into modernity the voices and epistemologies of those whom Eurocentric colonialism sought to render invisible [26].

Although impressive progress has been made by Indigenous people over the past generation, widespread and systemic disadvantage is still too often the norm across all four countries. Collectively Indigenous peoples experience deprivation, unemployment, poverty, crowding, welfare-dependency, incarceration, suicide, ill health and premature mortality at rates far higher than the dominant Caucasian population [19]. Research has established a close and causal connection between education, employment, health and other measures of wellbeing, suggesting that schooling is a vital point of intervention [14], [44].

3. Literature Review

Despite the striking parallels in the educational experiences of Indigenous peoples in these four countries, very little research of an explicitly comparative nature has actually been conducted. This limited transnational perspective is especially surprising given the fact that Indigenous peoples and educational establishments in all four jurisdictions share strikingly similar histories and face many similar challenges. Cook et al.’s survey of wellbeing identified gradual improvements in educational outcomes among Indigenous peoples in these four countries over the past decade but they noted that this progress did not keep pace with rising achievements among non-Indigenous people in Australia and New Zealand [19]. An overview of Australian, Canadian, and American policy concluded that Australia has “the worst Indigenous educational outcomes of any comparable Western settler society” [30], [14]. Fitzgerald’s comparison of Indigenous female school administrators in Canada, Australia and New Zealand identified an emerging global desire in postcolonial societies to devise ways that traditional Indigenous beliefs and values might inform models of school leadership and governance [28]. Hickling-Hudson and Ahlquist’s
comparison of curriculum in Australia and the U.S. suggested that practices dominated by the privileges of whiteness are still prevalent [34]. These studies, situated within a comparative framework, point to the benefits of researchers adopting a global perspective in response to local challenges and opportunities.

4. Contribution to Knowledge

The uniqueness and diversity of Indigenous groups militate against any simple application of global solutions to local circumstances. Nevertheless, it is evident that each country has much to learn from initiatives, both successful and unsuccessful, which have been developed in other jurisdictions. A logical approach would be to build on selected initiatives which clearly are showing good results and extend them transnationally, and to abandon strategies, however attractive or expedient, which are proving unsuccessful. From a macro-analytical level it appears that educators in all four jurisdictions are moving away from deficit approaches and embracing cultural congruence and evidence based-practice as theoretical underpinnings for educational policy with respect to Indigenous students. Recent national, state and provincial-level initiatives have typically been informed by cultural congruence theory, by the School Effectiveness and School Improvement movements and by insights from research around “schools in challenging circumstances” [25], [27], [32], [37], [44]. Specific practices which emerge from these insights include the adoption of transformative models of school leadership [28], [29], [31]; the provision of enhanced early learning opportunities and meaningful partnerships with parents [22], [46]; the delivery of culturally responsive instruction by culturally alike, “person-centred” teachers [16]; ensuring adequate time for learning [40]; ensuring smaller class sizes catering to heterogeneous student groupings based on the Community School model [38] and creating models of governance where Indigenous communities have meaningful control over their children’s education [9].

The discourse of post-colonialism, defined as a strategy of reconciliation between Indigenous groups and the immigrant or settler majority and their descendants against a backdrop of multiculturalism, is exerting an increasingly powerful influence on educational policy in all four countries [35], [48]. Expressed as formal recognition and official apology for past injustices, often through public commissions and recognition of special rights for Indigenous minorities in postcolonial nation-states, this frequently serves as a strategy of legitimation employed by liberal democracies to foster social cohesion [41]. In all four jurisdictions publicly-funded schools are seen as the institutions with the greatest capacity to foster shared understanding and respect among different cultural groups and remain possibly the best hope for forging harmonious and prosperous futures in these increasingly diverse and globalized societies [21], [34], [35], [48].

5. Conclusion

From this brief sketch it is obvious that a comparative perspective has the potential to be of enormous assistance to policymakers, academic researchers, and classroom teachers involved in Indigenous education. At the very least it provides a welcome corrective to the tendency in much of the national educational research literature to problematize Indigenous students, families, and communities. The global search for improved Indigenous education outcomes, in conjunction with the postcolonial turn in education, is an opportunity to fundamentally re-imagine how schools are constructed and operated and to reconfigure how schools relate to learners, their families, and their communities. Simultaneously it presents a unique opportunity for educators to “confront their epistemic and ontological assumptions about teaching and learning [and challenge] the established curriculum practices and interests that have been traditionally exercised in public schools” (Cherubini, 18). It is evident that undertaking this transformation will require embracing substantially greater change than can be made “comfortably or easily” [39]. However, in addition to pursuing an unequivocally moral purpose, I am also convinced that the rewards will be commensurate with the effort.
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